5. mirrors are doors
for death to come and go
by & for Jean Cocteau

Eurydice,
I’m sorry,
I have been in love with my death since first we met
and her fingers, with birds singing through them
entwined with mine,
and her hand through the mirror led me
into corridors of poetry,
invisible, before hand,,
mirrors would do well to reflect more
Eurydice,
I’m sorry,,
the day I began to walk, She too began – towards me,
and her feet, articulating longitude,
drew my path towards her
and her breath through the mirror led me
into her chest,
and I have been in love with her,
with the image of women,
forever.
And into those corridors I asked to be led.
And into those fingers I asked to be held.
And from her heart I asked to be fed.
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Eurydice, so sorry,,
These were my choices.
and we went so far
That first, time stopped,
then time went faster, backwards…
mirrors are doors
for death to come and go
Eurydice,
I have looked in mirrors every day
and seen my death at work,
and I love her.
Eurydice,
I’m so,,,
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Petrus Spronk, Oil on canvas, 122 x 91.5 cm, 2013
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6. Tracers
we write our optimism cautiously,
searching out those arrows of light
everyone has hoped on
what goes on out there?
our eyes.
sending out faith and trails
tracing the blackness
pitched against the frameless
nameless
arch aeon
and the stars stamp in their stalls
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Self portrait with forty years of painting theory, Oil on canvas,
122 x 91.5 cm, 2014
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7. Murakami
Walking along a hangover,
printmakers of the Kansai dialect
ferment the panels of understanding
undulate each other, but don’t grasp what is heard
He has no perceptible object.
She stays alone with her dependency.
A truck moves through the neighbourhood
selling navy blue birthdays,
and clotheslines that remind one of trust.
the television rings a few moments before midnight
a glare seeps past the loudspeaker.
bonfires are distributed,
her hands come together
in a kind of provisional storyline
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